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ABSTRACT:
The semi-random graph process can be thought 
of as a one player game. Starting with an empty 
graph on n vertices, in each round a random 
vertex u is presented to the player, who chooses 
a vertex v and adds the edge uv to the graph 
(hence ‘semi-random’). The goal of the player is to 
construct a small fixed graph G as a subgraph of 
the semi-random graph in as few steps as possible. 
I will discuss this process, and in particular the 
asympotically tight bounds we have found on how 
many steps the player needs to win. This is joint 
work with Trent Marbach, Pawel Pralat and Andrzej 
Rucinski.
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ABOUT PIMS PDF SEMINARS:  
PIMS ongoing lecture series featuring our Postdoctoral Fellows every three weeks. You will have the opportunity to connect with 
emerging research in the mathematical sciences from a PIMS Postdoctoral Fellow. PIMS PDFs are amongst the top young researchers 
in Canada, and this is an excellent opportunity to learn about them, and their work.


